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ABSTRACT

Subthalamic nucleus (STN) targeting is classically performed based on AC-PC probabilistic position. Nevertheless, MRI allows direct visualization and targeting. We aimed to compare the position localized on MR images with standard stereotactic diagrams. The STN was manually contoured on MR images (22 Parkinson’s disease patients); boundaries were simplified in a schematic polygonal form. Front and lateral stereotactic diagrams were constructed according to Talairach and Benabid. We compared x, y and z coordinates of the geometrical center of MRI-based polygons and stereotactic diagrams (Wilcoxon matched-pairs tests). There was significant discordance between MRI-based polygons and AC-PC-based images. MRI shows the STN as more posterior, medial and slightly inferior.
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INTRODUCTION

In stereotactic surgery, anatomical or ‘primary’ targeting of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) can be performed using two different approaches.

The classical method, called ‘indirect targeting’, is based on determining geometric coordinates of a so-called target, in this case the STN. Theoretically, any target can be defined in a stereotactic space oriented by third-ventricle landmarks (anterior commissure, AC; posterior commissure, PC, and possibly thalamus height, TH) defining the AC-PC orientation and subsequently the axis: (a) laterality along the x-axis on both sides of the vertical AC-PC plane; (b) anterior-posterior direction along the y-axis, the AC-PC line (anterior, positive; posterior, negative; the reference point is often the PC or the mid-commissural point, MidP); (c) superior-inferior direction, or depth, along the z-axis above (positive) or below (negative) the horizontal AC-PC plane. Landmarks historically localized via ventriculography are now localized by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Stereotactic AC-PC-based diagrams show the position of the STN within the stereotactic space [1, 2]. Stereotactic diagrams were historically constructed on projection imaging (Xrays), thus giving front and lateral views. STN diagrams represent an average location of the anatomical structure, supposed to integrate interindividual variability determined by anatomical [1] and/or clinical [2] studies, making STN targeting essentially ‘probabilistic’. Intraoperative assessments (clinical tests, microrecordings) are required to fit the positioning of the contact electrode (deep brain stimulation, DBS) or lesion to the clinical aims, in a phase called secondary targeting. Stereotactic atlases like the Schaltenbrand and Bailey atlas [3] are also helpful for indirect targeting; STN location is usually identified on microscopic slices although macroscopic slices including probabilistic areas are also available. Despite well-known limitations related to sections of the anatomic specimen, stereotactic atlases are still used worldwide. Deformable atlases [4–7] have been introduced to match patient images to atlas images with a certain degree of proportionality. Advances in MRI have also led teams to propose the red nucleus as local stereotactic reference for indirect STN targeting [8].

The second method for primary targeting is called ‘direct targeting’. It is based on spontaneous contrasts between white (WM) and gray (GM) matter with appropriate sequences delineating STN contours (for an overview, see Lemaire et al. [9]). The advantage is that referencing to internal landmarks is no longer mandatory because there is no need for atlases or diagrams. The
drawbacks stem rather from issues involving anatomical knowledge and, obviously, high-quality images.

Direct or indirect primary targeting can be used indifferently, alone or mixed, depending on surgical environment (technology, habits), institutional and/or national rules on quality assurance, and professional guidelines.

The relationships between STN stereotactic diagrams and MRI anatomy must be explored using a reference imaging procedure, i.e., the one used by the surgical team for primary targeting: stereotactic diagrams or MRI anatomy. Publications using indirect primary targeting as reference procedure [8, 10] have reported that indirect STN targeting is more relevant for DBS electrode placement. This conclusion must be weighed against the methods used. If the reference procedure for primary targeting is indirect, then secondary targeting is performed accordingly, and even if it does slightly adjust the location (usually at worst on a second tract within 2 mm around the tract used for primary targeting), the final location is *de facto* close to the indirect primary-targeted area. Moreover, retrospective analysis of indirect primary targeting versus MRI direct STN imaging according to the contact location providing the best clinical results [8, 10] only highlights differences between final electrode position and primary indirectly targeted area or MRI STN location. The conclusion would rather be that (primary plus secondary) indirect targeting allows a good placement of electrode contact but that does not fit well with the MRI STN anatomy. Cuny et al. [11], in 2002, found the same results comparing postoperative location of contacts (without analysis of clinical results). If we deduce that the AC-PC-based STN target does not represent the exact STN location, it becomes clear that the best clinical target is rather outlying located at the superior and lateral border of the STN and/or zona incerta and Forel’s field, as reported by numerous teams using indirect or direct primary targeting [12–18]. These data are confirmed by postmortem studies showing that effective contacts can be located in the zona incerta and Forel’s field (for a review, see McClelland et al. [19] and Sun et al. [20]).

For this study, we used MRI anatomy as reference procedure since our institution has been routinely performing a direct targeting technique since 1999 [21, 22]. We compared two kinds of STN localization projected on both frontal and lateral views: (a) stereotactic diagrams constructed according to the classical indirect method; (b) MRI anatomy-based polygons constructed according to STN contours identified visually on MRI. For all subjects, diagrams and
polygons were referenced into the same AC-PC stereotactic space to enable analysis of concordance between diagrams and polygons. Imaging data (1.5-tesla, stereotactic MRI, i.e., stereotactic frame in place) came from a group of patients operated on in our institution, and the images have been anonymized for further analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

SUBJECTS

Imaging datasets came from 22 patients, aged 60 +/- 6 years (mean +/- standard deviation, SD) and suffering from severe Parkinson’s disease. All patients benefited from DBS surgery with bilateral electrode implantation in the subthalamic region giving good clinical results: mean improvement 3 months after surgery was 68% (55–88%) for the UPDRS-III (Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale) subscore and 68% (30–100%) for the UPDRS IV subscore.

MRI DATASETS

Preoperative stereotactic (stereotactic frame in place, parallel to the cranial base; Leksell-G frame; Elekta Instruments, Sweden) MRI was performed using routine clinical conditions on a 1.5-tesla imaging unit (Sonata; Siemens, Germany). Imaging parameters were as follows: T2-weighting, turbo spin echo (TSE) sequence, coronal plane, echo time = 8 ms, repetition time = 8,000 ms, 24 contiguous slices, field of view = 280 mm, final voxel size = 0.6 x 0.5 x 2 mm³. A total number of 528 slices were used for further analysis (22 datasets x 24 images).

STN CONTOURING ON MRI

Right and left STN were contoured on native (without interpolated display) coronal images (fig. 1), based on the consensus of two physicians (J.J.L. and F.C.) fully conversant with dedicated stereotactic software (iPlan; BrainLAB, Germany) and possessing advanced anatomical knowledge of the subthalamic region. We looked for STN boundaries using spontaneous
WM/GM contrasts following a procedure detailed elsewhere [9]. Briefly, with the T2-weighted TSE sequence, the GM of the STN, thalamus and substantia nigra (SN) appeared hyperintense. The coronal slice showed that the STN had a pseudo-lenticular shape and laid above the SN and below the thalamus. The boundary between the STN and SN was identified as a triangular hypointense notch in contact with the internal capsule. The largest part of the STN was located anteriorly to the anterior pole of the red nucleus.

Figure 1. STN contouring on coronal T2-weighted MR images. Right STN (a) and substantia nigra (b) are in white (see arrows).

Contouring was realized on all the slices where the STN was visible, allowing 3-dimensional reconstruction. Sagittal reconstructed slices were used for further analysis (see below) and to confirm correct STN location above the SN and below the thalamus and Forel’s fields (WM, hypointense) (fig. 2).
POLYGONAL SIMPLIFICATION OF STN CONTOURS

STN contours were simplified in a schematic polygonal form. The transposition from slice imaging to projections was designed as follows: we selected one STN contour in the slice with the maximally extended nucleus, giving a front view in the coronal plane, and a lateral view in the sagittal plane.

To compare polygons with AC-PC-based stereotactic diagrams, the polygons were constructed using almost the same shape and number of points: front view, 4 points; lateral view, 6 points. The biconvex lens shape of the STN in the coronal slice (front view) enabled diamond-shaped polygonal simplification (main axis oblique lateral and superior; fig. 2 a); in the sagittal slice, the polygonal simplification was hexagonal (fig. 2 b).

Figure 2. Polygonal simplification of STN contouring on a coronal slice (a, native MR image) and a sagittal slice (b, image reconstructed from the coronal image set). STN contours were simplified as polygons using the same number of points as in stereotactic AC-PC-based diagrams, i.e., 4 points on coronal images (a) and 6 on sagittal images (b).
CONSTRUCTION OF STEREOTACTIC AC-PC-BASED DIAGRAMS

We constructed both Talairach and Benabid diagrams which differ slightly according to (fig. 3, 4): (a) AC-PC positioning, from the superior AC border to the inferior PC border, and between the AC and PC midpoints; (b) proportionality of the diagram, i.e., relatively partial and less partial.

According to Talairach et al. [1], the lateral diagram is lined above by the AC-PC line and below by the HS line (−4 mm, parallel to AC-PC) and 2 vertical lines perpendicular to the AC-PC (line A, posterior third; line B, anterior third). These 4 lines form a rectangle where the diagonal, from the posterior-inferior to the anterior-superior, defines the main axis of the STN representation. The hexagon representing the STN is formed by the intersection between the rectangle and a 2-mm strip on either side of its main axis. On the front view, the image is lined by the AC-PC and HS and 2 vertical lines parallel to the interhemispheric plane, at 10 and 13 mm laterally. The medial superior corner is withdrawn, cut by a line connecting the lateral superior corner to the midpoint of the opposite vertical line, as shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. Talairach’s stereotactic diagram. a Lateral. b Front.
Benabid et al. [2] provided slightly different diagrams (fig. 4). The line parallel to the AC-PC, below the rectangle, is set at a quarter of the thalamus height (TH/4, usually slightly above 4 mm). The strip intersecting the rectangle is defined by 2 parallel lines connecting the midpoints of adjacent sides. On the front view, it is similar to Talairach’s diagram.

Figure 4. Benabid’s stereotactic diagram. a Lateral. b Front.

COMPARISON OF MRI ANATOMY-BASED POLYGONS AND STEREOTACTIC AC-PC-BASED DIAGRAMS

MRI anatomy-based polygons of the 22 subjects were coregistered on both front and lateral views according to Benabid’s and Talairach’s diagrams. The coordinates of geometrical centers (CG) of AC-PC-based diagrams and MRI anatomy-based polygons were computed and a discordance test for each CG coordinate (x, y and z) was performed using Wilcoxon matched-pairs tests.

For a more convenient analysis of MRI anatomy-based polygons, we proposed a graphic representation making it easy to compare against stereotactic AC-PC-based diagrams. An individual map was created for each subject and on both front and lateral views, dividing the plane into 0.01-mm² squares; a value of 1 was allocated to squares within the MRI-based polygon, or a 0 was given otherwise. The 22 individual maps were coregistered and
superimposed, and the mean value of each square was interpreted as a density, creating two density maps – one for the front view and one for the lateral view, where a density of 1 meant that the 22 corresponding squares were included in the MRI anatomy-based polygons for the 22 subjects and a density of 0.5 meant that the 22 corresponding squares were included in the MRI anatomy-based polygons for 11 subjects. Density maps were displayed using a gray scale from black = 0 or minimum density, to white = 1 or maximum density.

Computations and graphic representations were performed using SAS v9 (SAS Institute Inc., N.C., USA) and MATLAB v7 (The MathWorks, Mass., USA).

RESULTS

The right and left STN were identified and contoured for all 22 subjects. Mean +/- SD lengths of stereotactic landmarks measured on MRI were: AC-PC = 24.7 +/- 1.57 mm according to Talairach et al. [1], and 24.89 +/- 1.54 mm according to Benabid et al. [2], TH = 16.8 +/- 0.88 mm.

POLYGONAL SIMPLIFICATION OF STN

The mean 8 SD and range of CG coordinates of MRI anatomy-based polygons were (left and right sides pooled): (1) according to Talairach et al. [1], x = 9.04 +/- 1.33 mm, 6.5–11.6 mm, y = 2.82 +/- 0.99 mm, 7.7–11.8 mm from MidP, z (on the lateral view) = −3.19 +/- 1.01 mm, −5.9 to −0.5 mm, and z (on the front view) = −2.96 +/- 0.97 mm, −4.9 to −0.4 mm; (2) according to Benabid et al. [2], x = 9.14 +/- 1.3 mm, 6.5–11.9 mm, y = 2.56 +/- 0.96 mm, 7.75–11.86 mm from MidP, z (on the lateral view) = −3.4 +/- 0.93 mm, −5.32 to −1.5 mm, and z (on the front view) = −3.18 +/- 0.97 mm, −5.2 to −1.2 mm.

After normalization in y by percent AC-PC length and z by percent TH/4, the mean y and z coordinates were: (1) according to Talairach et al. [1], y = 0.11 +/- 0.04 x ACPC (z values do not change); (2) according to Benabid et al. [2], y = 0.1 +/- 0.04 x AC-PC, z (on the lateral view) = −0.81 +/- 0.2 x (TH/4), and z (on the front view) = −0.76 +/- 0.2 x (TH/4).
DISCORDANCE BETWEEN MRI-BASED POLYgons

AND STEREOTACTIC AC-PC-BASED DIAGRAMS

Matched-pairs comparisons of CG coordinates between MRI anatomy-based polygons and stereotactic AC-PC-based diagrams revealed a significant difference regarding x (p < 0.001), y (p < 0.001) and z coordinates (p < 0.05) for both right and left STN (results detailed in tables 1 and 2).

Table 1. Comparison of coordinates (in mm) for geometrical centers between MRI anatomy-based polygons and stereotactic AC-PC-based diagrams: Talairach’s stereotactic referential space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axis</th>
<th>Right STN</th>
<th>Left STN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>polygon</td>
<td>stereotactic diagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z (front view)</td>
<td>-2.97</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z (lateral view)</td>
<td>-3.17</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of coordinates (in mm) for geometrical centers between MRI anatomy-based polygons and stereotactic AC-PC-based diagrams: Benabid’s stereotactic referential space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axis</th>
<th>Right STN</th>
<th>Left STN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>polygon</td>
<td>stereotactic diagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>9.08</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z (front view)</td>
<td>-3.23</td>
<td>-2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z (lateral view)</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The density maps showed discordance between the locations of MRI anatomy STN polygons and stereotactic AC-PC-based STN diagrams, regardless of whether the stereotactic reference space was Talairach or Benabid: on the lateral view, MRI anatomy-based polygons were located more inferiorly and posteriorly, whereas on the front view they were located more inferiorly and medially (fig. 5, 6).

Figure 5. Density maps for the lateral (top) and front (bottom) views in Talairach’s stereotactic reference space. The plane is divided into 0.01-mm² squares, and 22 individual maps are superimposed. A density of 1 means that the 22 corresponding squares are included in the MRI anatomy-based polygons for all the 22 subjects. A density of 0.5 means that the corresponding
squares were included in the MRI anatomy-based polygons for 11 subjects. Density maps are displayed using grayscale from black = 0 to white = 1.

Figure 6. Density maps for the lateral (top) and front (bottom) views in Benabid’s stereotactic reference space. The plane is divided into 0.01-mm$^2$ squares, and 22 individual maps are superimposed. A density of 1 means that the 22 corresponding squares are included in the MRI anatomy-based polygons for all the 22 subjects. A density of 0.5 means that the corresponding squares were included in the MRI anatomy-based polygons for 11 subjects. Density maps are displayed using grayscale from black = 0 to white = 1.
DISCUSSION

The results show that STN stereotactic AC-PC-based diagrams are not perfectly representative of the STN, at least as determined on MRI. The MRI-localized STN tends to be located more posteriorly and medially than the probabilistic location proposed by stereotactic ACPC-based diagrams. Thus, any definitive conclusions on the best method of primary targeting, i.e., indirect or direct, based on retrospective analysis of target location relatively to the best DBS electrode contact, should be interpreted with caution (see Introduction) because the two methods do not target the same structure. Stereotactic AC-PC-based diagrams are likely outlying, located closer to the optimal site of the electrode contact used in DBS for severe Parkinson’s disease, and are situated in the superior and lateral region of the STN and/or nearby laterally and above [12–20].

Therefore, STN targeting, despite being widely used, should nevertheless be defined more precisely; hence ‘dorsolateral STN subthalamic area’ targeting (centered on the dorsolateral region of the STN and its subthalamic vicinity) would be more relevant and realistic. Regardless of whether primary targeting is indirect or direct, the common objective is to reach the precise region offering the best efficacy without severe adverse effects. Detailed knowledge of this region, over and above coordinates for surgical targeting, can be built by adding all pertinent data: intraoperative electrophysiological recordings, clinical assessments (during awake surgery and/or postoperatively) and anatomical location which is only definable in vivo by MRI anatomy scans.

MRI FOR STN TARGETING IN STEREOTACTIC SURGERY

STN can be identified directly on MRI at 1.5 or 3 T, as reported by different teams [18, 23–28]. However, despite wide-scale routine use, the contribution of MRI to the task of targeting deep brain structures is still subject to debate [9–11, 29, 30]. Teams continue using MRI simply to determine AC-PC landmarks [13, 24, 31–33]. In parallel, several publications have shown that direct targeting of deep-situated nuclei is relevant and achievable. Initially used for targeting the internal globus pallidum [21, 34, 35], the technique was extended to STN targeting with good clinical results [9, 12, 36]. In parallel, many intermediate or combined techniques combining MRI-based and landmark-based techniques are in widespread use [14, 15, 37].
The use of MRI for stereotactic targeting of deep-situated brain structures must fulfill a number of conditions, including stereotactic compatibility, i.e., minimal distortion, in particular if a stereotactic frame is in place during imaging, and anatomical compatibility, i.e., optimal visualization of target anatomy (nuclei and/or WM). The distortion linked to the homogeneity of the magnetic field and the linearity of gradients has been widely reported [38–42] and needs to be minimized following institutional and manufacturer-led quality controls, although recent MR units are able to reduce this distortion. Prior to routine use, it is preferable to test MR sequences on a phantom, including the stereotactic frame [43]. The geometric accuracy of images is one element of the whole surgical chain influencing the placement of DBS electrodes or lesioning. Other relevant factors include stereotactic system (with frame or frameless), calculation of coordinates and trajectory (manually or computer-aided) and several intraoperative pitfalls (brain shift, calibration of tools used to place an electrode, electrode fixation, frame repositioning), and intraoperative and postoperative imaging controls. In our study, the significant discordance between MRI-based STN location and AC-PC-based diagrams for any of the x, y or z coordinates must be modulated in terms of contouring accuracy. Contouring accuracy was limited by available voxel size, 0.6 x 0.5 x 2 mm³, which was not isotropic and was therefore less accurate in the stereotactic y-axis. However, this voxel size is one of the most accurate used in this kind of study (table 3).

**Table 3. Localization of STN geometrical centers on MRI.** n = Number of STN analyzed. 1 At a level of up to 1 mm in front of a line joining the anterior borders of the red nucleus on the scan showing the largest diameter of the red nucleus.
MR sequences have to be optimized to improve the distinction between the STN and neighboring structures (thalamus, zona incerta, Forel’s field, SN, pyramidal tract, ansa lenticularis and its nucleus, and red nucleus). The T2-weighted TSE sequence used in this study was optimized in our institution [unpubl. data]. Recent publications report promising dedicated sequences using an inversion recovery technique [18, 44, 45].

Even with optimal MRI sequence quality, advanced anatomical knowledge is still necessary in order to identify the different deep-located structures, particularly in the subthalamic region [23–27, 46–49]. Stereotactic atlases can also be useful for pinpointing the STN, providing an anatomical aid to identify the STN from among the other diencephalic and/or mesencephalic structures, and practically any anatomic textbook can be used as long as it offers original detailed information. However, the main limitations of classical atlases and anatomic textbooks are that users are limited to a few section (slice) orientations and tend not to rely on detailed MRI-based anatomy. In our institution, we have at our disposal highfield MR images of an anatomic specimen (4.7 T, voxel size = 0.253 mm³) which is used as a reference atlas for visual recognition of deep cerebral structures [50], and other authors have begun to follow similar procedures [51].

Finally, the correspondence between MRI-based STN identification and intraoperative assessments (clinical tests and microrecordings; performed during the secondary targeting step focusing on the optimal site for electrode contact positioning in severe Parkinson’s disease) has been documented as reliable [18, 22], in agreement with another study exploring MRI anatomy and electrophysiology [52].

**MRI-BASED STN LOCATION**

There are limited literature data on the anatomical STN localization on MR images [27, 53–57] (table 3). When based strictly on coordinate values, the results are tangibly different. Compared with our data, the largest difference is 3.6 mm on the x-axis, 2.6 mm on the y-axis and –1.9 mm on the y-axis. On the other hand, Danish et al. [53] posted results close to ours, except for the y-axis. However, comparisons have to be taken with care due to obvious differences in terms of voxel size, slice orientation (which strongly influences the identification of the STN) and definition of the STN ‘center’. Interestingly, Schlaier et al. [54] comparing MRI with atlas-based
STN locations arrived at almost the same conclusion as we did, i.e., (a) atlas-derived STN coordinates are located more laterally and dorsally; (b) the anterior-posterior difference is linked to slice orientation, as atlas-based coordinates are more anterior on axial slices and more posterior on coronal slices, which may be directly linked to the fact that atlases use different anatomic specimens for each section plane. Only Acar et al. [24] concluded that there are no significant differences between AC-PC-based and MRI anatomy-based STN locations (no coordinate values available), but the differences (no information on direction) on the x-, y- and z-axes ranged from 0 to 1.1, from 0.1 to 2, and from 0 to 1.9 mm, respectively.

CONCLUSION

The STN can be identified on dedicated MR images, allowing reliable contouring of its boundaries. Comparisons with routine AC-PC-based stereotactic diagrams exhibited systematic differences, as MR images show the STN as more posterior, medial and slightly inferior. The coordinates of the STN CG were as follows: $x = 9.1 \pm 1.3 \text{ mm}$, $y = 2.6 \pm 0.9 \text{ mm}$ from MidP, and $z = -3.2 \pm 0.97 \text{ mm}$.

These results do not reappraise the specific value or safety of any particular indirect or direct targeting method for functional surgery. Our aim was to clarify anatomo-functional relationships for each individual, especially as there is significant interindividual variability in STN shape and location [28]. The main conclusions for clinical practice are: (a) preoperatively, a most precise definition of a surgical anatomic target according to MRI anatomy, i.e., the so-called ‘STN targeting’, is confusing since ‘dorsolateral STN subthalamic area’ targeting is likely more appropriate; (b) postoperatively, more precise anatomic location of effective contacts, and consequently, better interpretation of DBS mechanisms. Our results also allow confirming that the center of the STN is not the optimal target for the standard DBS during severe Parkinson’s disease.

Furthermore, of interest for teams using indirect targeting is that this study is the first attempt to give a probabilistic representation of frontal and lateral STN projections in a routine AC-PC frame, based on the normalization of a frequentist approach. Our approach could be extended
with volumetric data, allowing a 3-dimensional representation of the STN instead of simple front and lateral projections.
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